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LOW-COST, CROSSED—FIELD AMPLIFIER MEANDERLINE CIRCUIT CONCEPTS

INTRODUCTION

This report describes the initial results of an internal effort at
ERADCOM to investigate Interaction structures for medium—power, microwave,
crossed—field amplifiers (CFA’s). Since the emergence of the CFA in the
late 1950’s there has been a steady improvement of this tube type, and a
corresponding increase in its military applications. The overall program
objective is to develop anode circuit concepts that lead to medium —power
CFA’s with performance equivalent to the best commercially available devices ,
and exhibit the potential for achieving low—cost production. The inter-
nal program has been limited to the development of circuit concepts and
associated cold test experimentation to verify performance. One of the
circuit concepts was subsequently selected for hot test implementation at an
industrial facility.

The primary cost barrier in available moderate—power CFA’s is the
expensive fabrication procedures- and inherent design complexity associated
with the anode interaction structures. Extensive studies1 funded by ERADCOM
have indicated that even in high volume production the piece—part anode
structure would have a unit cost of approximately $1000, which drives the
finished tube cost to the $2000—3000 level, and thus eliminates the device
as a candidate for most Army Electronic Warfare (EW) and phased array radar
applications. This program has an anode cost goal of $200 or less.

The requirement for low—cost, high—performance microwave amplifiers
resulted in an ERADCOM effort to investigate and develop alternate anode
circuit design concepts with potential for low manufacturing cost , without
sacrificing the excellent bandwidth, power, and efficiency performance found
in the conventional high—cost CFA structures. During the course of this
effort many circuit designs and fabrication approaches were investigated to
ascertain their potential for replacing the more costly anode circuits. The
need to reduce costly piece—part fabrication concepts was used as th~ guide
for generating new anode designs. The fabrication problema associated with
some of the circuits have been recently resolved by utilizing precision
laser machining of the circuit substrate. The laser—cut technique permits
the design and fabrication of anode circuits consisting of only a few parts,
and has the potential for costing less than $200 in production. This must
promising fabrication procedure will be the subject of a subsequent report
describing design details, and operational characteristics.

MEDIUM—POWER CROSSED-FIELD AMPLIFIERS (CFA’s)

As is common with other microwave tube types, tnere are high and medium —
power CFA’s. Other microwave tube types have low—power versions, and while
a low power CFA is possible, it would not be competitive with other types
of microwave tubes. Typical medium—power CFA’s provide peak power outputs
of 20 kilowatt (kW) at 10 percent duty, or 2kw, continuous wave (cW) output

1. H. L. McDowell, “Ceramic Mounted Circuit for Crossed—Field Amplifiers,”
ECOM-O273—F’, Contract No. DAABO7—72—C—0273, March 1974.

1
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in S—Band , 2—4 Gigahertz (GHz). At other frequencies ,medlum-pow~r would be
defined by applying the power frequency scaling relationship (p fZ) to the
above cited S—Band values. In some applications it is desirable to have
both pulsed and CW capability in the same tube, and such a dual—mode , medium—
power CFA has been used in important military ECM applications.

Figure 1 shows a schematic depiction of a typical linear—format , inject—
ed—beam CFA configuration discussed in this report. An essential require-
ment for this device is that the electron beam velocity be synchronous with
the phase velocity of the radio—frequency (RF) wave on the anode circuit.
Under this condition the RF wave gains energy at the expense of the electron
beam energy. The anode circuit length is chosen to optimize gain and the
circuit dispersion determines the instantaneous operating bandwidth. The
anode circuit is subject to considerable beam interception (Inherent in the
crossed—field interaction process) which necessitates adequate anode circuit
thermal dissipation capability. After leaving the anode/sole interaction
region the residual beam energy is dissipated at the collector.

The medium_power CFA is further -differentiated into backward—wave and forward-
wave devices, each exhibiting specific advantages and disadvantages with
regard to instantaneous bandwidth, voltage tunability , gain, power handling
capability and efficiency. The inherent nature of the interaction process
in the backward—wave CFA limits the instantaneous bandwidth to a few mega-
hertz (MHz). The low—cost CFA program objectives dictate broad instanta-
neous bandwidth, hence backward—wave structures were excluded from this
study.

Medium—power, forward-wave CFA’s are commercially available in both S-
and C—bands with CW output power levels of 2kW and 1kW respectively. How-
ever, these devices use high—cost, complex anode structures to obtain broad
instantaneous bandwidth with moderate gain, 20 decibel (dB), and excellent
efficiency (50 percent). These devices have restricted use due to their
high—cost, but the excellent performance outweighs the cost disadvantage
in some military applications. The complex circuit fabrication and assembly
procedures required to construct the presently used shielded meanderline
(Figure 2) cause this circuit to be expensive. As shown in the figure,
piece—part construction is necessary and hundreds of parts must be precisely
aligned during the brazing operations. The mismatch in thermal expansion
coefficients between copper and beryllia (BeO) adds further complications.

In high and medium—power CFA’s a variety of anode circuits have proven
successful and the meanderline has emerged as the optimum medium—power
anode structure for obtaining the desired broad bandwidth. The meanderline
represents a close approximation to the helix structure widely used in
traveling wave tubes (TWT’s). The low dispersion and adequate coupling
impedance of the helix are generally exhibited in the meanderline structure.
The most important advantage of the meanderline over the helix is increased
thermal capability. The intimate thermal contact between the circuit and
the ground plane provides the heat dissipation required for moderate power
operation. This design aspect is of extreme importance since the crossed—
field anode structure must collect significant amounts of beam current under
operating conditions. For conservative tube design the anode circuit should

able of dissipating approximately 50 percent of the direct current (de)
ver.

2
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CIRCUIT MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES

The electrical measurements of the circuits designed and constructed
during this program are essentially the same for all the experimental cir-
cuits, and before discussing in detail the electrical performance of the
circuit structures, it would be beneficial to review the parameters
measured, and the procedures used to insure the validity of the measure-
ments. Table 1 lists the most important electrical parameters that are
determined during tests on experimental models. All of the parameters
tabulated are frequency dependent, therefore, accurate frequency measure-
ments were designated the highest priority. An electronic frequency counter
with a transfer oscillator was utilized for the frequency measurements.
This instrument has a digital readout and seven place accuracy is routinely
attained. Identification of resonances, where necessary, was accomplished
with a network analyzer and auxilliary polar and phase/gain indicators.
The first measurements are usually made to determine the circuit delay
factor I where

T C/v (I)
p

- c is the speed of light, 2.99792xl08 meters/second
and Vp is the phase velocity of the circuit.

This parameter normafly has a value between 10 and 20 for practical CFA’ a.

The frequency dependence of r- is a measure of dispersion and indicates the
operating instantaneous bandwidth of the CFA. Two similar measurement pro-
cedures are in use for determining t ,  differing only in the method of RF
coupling to the circuit structures to obtaiit measurements of the resonant
frequencies. In this program the meanderline circuit was dl.rectly coupled
to the test signal source. A matched RF input connector is attached to the
circuit, lcaving the output connector open—circuited to resonate the
structure. At the fundamental quarter-wave resonance o~ the open—ended
circuit, the input appears short circuited. This same condition prevails
for all odd multiples of 7’f2 radians phase shift, and a table of resonant
frequencies is prepared along with the total circuit phase shift at each
resonant point. The value of i is then calculated using the expression

c (2)v~, Oo

where, e~ is the cumulative phase shift from meanderline input to output
and e0 is the corresponding free—space phase shift in the same distance.
The phase velocity be readily calculated from the experimentally

determined value of r. -
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An approximate circuit group velocity V
g 

can be calculated from the pre—
viously tabulated T data by using the expression ,

2iT (fl — f 2 ) p
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  (3)

g 01— 0 2

where , f1, and f2 are the successive odd quarter—wave resonances

01 and 02 are the corresponding vane—to—vane phase shift values

measured at f1 and f2 reápectively, and p is the pitch. (In a non—dispersive
media, th~ phase velocity and group velocity are equal).

This calculated value of group velocity Vg is a close approximation to the
exact value at the frequency midway between f1 and f2. The exact value is
the derivative, expressed as,

df I
= 

O~ + 0 2
2 (4)

01 + 02
where 

2 
is the midpoint phase shift value.

Having determined v~, and V
g~ the interaction impedance Ki, sometimes

referred to as the beam coupling lq,edance, can be measured using a per-
turbation technique as described in the literature by P.N. Hess2. In this
method a low—loss, thin dielectric sheet is placed in contact with the
surface of the microwave structure under investigation. The frequency of
the odd quarter—wave resonances previously measured is shifted slightly ,
and this change in frequency is recorded. In general, the perturbation
sheet is kept as thin as possible to produce small changes in frequency
while at the same time achieving intimate contact with the circuit. The
interaction impedance is then calculated using the following expression by
Hess with terms rearranged for convenience,

K = 2 — ~~— 
m t,.f 

(5)
ht o2 Vg Cc~ 

(C r — 1) ~

2. P. N. Hess, H. Kohlmoos, Jr., “Study of Interaction Structures ,”
Technical Report ASD—TDR—62—8l3, Contract AF 33(6l6)—8078, Nov 1963.4



where the geometrical constants are defined as follows,(see also Figure 3)

— circuit pitch
g — gap or slot width
h — width of perturbing dielectric sheet (comparable to

electron beam width)
t — thickness of the perturbing dielectric sheet (0.05

millimeter (sin), mylar used in this study)

and, the electrical symbols are defined as tabulated below,

— free space permittivity 
~~~ 

x l0—~ farad8/meter)
— relative permittivity of the perturbllig dielectric,
(Cr 2.8 for !.~ylar)

Vg 
— group velocity at frequency f in meters/second

0 — phase shift per pitch in radians at frequency f.

Af — frequency shift due to dielectric perturbation in MHz

— odd quarter—wave resonant frequency in MHz before perturbation

sin ur
m-

i

Gap—factor (152/0 2) tables were also prepared for each of the
circuits tested and were utilized to simplify the calculations.

A block diagram of the test equipment arrangement for v , v , and
K1 measurements is depicted in Figure 4. 

p g

The propagation constant ~ is directly derived from v~ by the
expression, - -

2lTf
- 

v~ 
(6)

where, f is the frequency at which the phase velocity v is measured ~
Characteristic impedance Z0 is measured by means of a t~me domain reflecto—
meter. This instrument also serves to evaluate the RE’ match of the
input and output connectors, and provides a qualitative measure of
geometrical imperfections in the meanderline.

Attenuation or circuit RI loss, and ~oltage—~tanding—4Mve—ratio (VSWR),
are measured with a frequency response teat set in which reflected and
transmitted power are compared to a reference level derived from the inci-
dent test signal. A precision dual directional coupler and broadband video
detectors are used to provide the input to the frequency response test set.

5 
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The theoretical value of attenuation is obtained by using the micro—
strip theory provided by M. Caulton3. The following expression for the
attenuation per unit length was used for the experimental circuits.

a = (8.686) (7)

where a is the attenuation in dB/meter
R51 is the surface resistivity* of the metallic meanderline (orims)
R52 is the surface resistivity of the metallic ground plane (ohms)

is the measured characteristic impedance of the circuit (ohms)
w is the width of the conducting meanderline strip (meters)

* (or high—frequency skin effect resistance)
R5 for copper = 2.6lxl0 7yr where f = frequency of operation .

If the metallic meanderline and the metallic ground plane are constructed
of the same material then Equation (7) becomes:

a = (8.686) z0w (8)

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

1. Continuous Substrate Meanderlines(CSML)

The prototype meanderline with dimensional definitions is shown in
FIgure 3. Inclusion of a dielectric substrate and a ground plane as in
Figure 5 leads to the CSML configuration. A photograph of this type of
circuit is also shown in Figure 6. The thickness and dielectric constant
of the substrate material determines to a large extent the important
electrical and RI characteristics of the resultant CSML. It can be seen
that the CSML is essentially a microstrip transmission line following a
serpentine path. The microstrip theory as developed by N . Caulton was
used throughout the program for calculation of major circuit parameters.

At first glance the CSML would appear to be a strong candidate for a
low—cost anode structure. A ceramic substrate material clad with copper
on both sides could be subjected on one surface to a photolithographic
process which would generate the meanderline, and the opposite copper sur-
face would serve as a ground plane. This anode circuit structure would

3. M. Caulton, et al . “Measurements on the Properties of Microstrip
Transmission Lines for Microwave Integrated Circuits,” RCA Review,
Vol. 27, No. 3, Sep 1966. 
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certainly be low—cost , and to a great extent , meet the electrical and
thermal requirements of a CFA anode structure. The one deficiency which
prevents the use of the CSML is the sputtering problem encountered in the
crossed—field tube. The small anode—to—sole spacing (Figure 1), and
intense electrical and magnetic fields present, cause sole—material to be
readily ~,puttered onto the anode circuit. In short order, a conducting
film sputtered from the sole covers the interaction gaps (anode slots)
and renders the tube inoperative. In recent years the sputtering problem
has been relieved to some extent by use of a refractory metal carbide or
boride coating on the sole. This permits the CSML to be considered for
shorter life tubes such as expendable jammers whose operational times are
usually far less than the time required to experience the effects of
sputtering. The CSML was investigated during this program because it is
easy to fabricate, and serves as a standard by which to judge the micro-
wave performance of alternate design concepts.

a. L—Band CSML on Polyguide Dielectric

Two experimental CSML’s were constructed on this program , and the
first of these is depicted in Figures 5 and 6. The circuit is designed to
operate in L—Band (1—2 GHz) with an irradiated polyethylene (polyguide)
substrate material which has the low relative dielectric constant (Cr) of
2.3. It is important to note that this dielectric material is not suitable
for actual hot test vehicles due to it’s plastic nature. However, this
program deals with the analysis of both hot and cold test circuit con-
figurations to achieve new design concepts which can be fabricated later
using proper dielectric materials such as alumina or beryllia. In most
cases the use of low—loss, plastic dielectric substrates for cold test
analysis is more cost—efrective for studying various anode circuit designs
and concepts. The circuit fabrication was relatively straightforward ,
a piece of standard, copper—clad polyguide microwave substrate serving as
the starting point. The original dielectric thickness of 1.5 me was
reduced by machining to the desired 0.64 me dimension. Photolithographic
techniques were used to form a meanderline by etching the 0.04 me thick
copper layer remaining on one side of the polyguide. The intermediate
assembly which consisted of a conducting meanderline on dielectric
substrate, was bonded to a copper ground plane , and 50 ohm RI input and
output connectors were installed to complete the structure. The geometri-
cal parameters for this circuit are listed In Table 2.

The frequency dependent parameters for the CSML on polyguide were
determined by performing the previously discussed measurements, and proc-
essing the experimental data using the analytical expressions covered in
the measurements section. The information is presented in graphical form
in figures 7, 8, and 9. The characteristic impedance Z0 was found to be
55 ohms,which is close to the 50 ohm design value. The fabrication
procedure did not yield the exact 1:1 metal—to—space ratio, and the
dielectric thickness was 0.1 me oversized. The affects of these twc, fabri—
cation errors tend to cancel, since the wider conducting strip lowers

and the thicker dielectric substrate raises

7
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The delay factor t=(c/v ) is in agreement with the microstrip calcu-
lations at low frequency if ~he wider conducting strip Is taken into account.
The theory used does not permit dispersion to be calculated , so this cir-
cuit constant is determined experimentally. The dispersion , shown in
Figure 7 ,is evidenced by an increase in the phase delay (or slowing)
factor with frequency , and is a result of greater concentration of the
electric field in the dielectric and a corresponding increase in the
effective dielectric constant of the media surrounding the meanderline. A
non—dispersive circuit or transmission line would appear as a horizontal
line with a consta.it delay factor over the entire range of phase shifts .
A close approximation of the operating instantaneous bandwidth of the cir-
cuit can be determined from Figure 7 using the following steps. First ,
the mid—band frequency, or phase—shift,which corresponds to that frequency
is selected, and a vertical line is drawn from that frequency intersecting
the C/v0 curve. For the purpose of this example, F = 1.5 GHz (or phase
shift 0~ 80°) was selected as 

-. convenient starting point. Secondly , a
horizontal line (signifying a constant electron beam velocity, required
during instantaneous bandwidth operation) is drawn through the point of
intersection of the vertical frequency line and the C/va curve. In this ex-
ample the intersection occurs at a C/.,~~~ value of 14.1. In practice the
instantaneous bandwidth of a linear—beam CPA device can be obtained over a
range of ± 3 percent from beam/circuit wave synchronism. The operating
point or beam velocity of the device is set at an optimum value for achieving
bandwidth and power output by selecting the appropriate values of beam volt-
age and magnetic field. In this instance the value of 14.1 was selected.
Calculating the delay factor (C/v ) ± 3 percent results in two new
values for C/u . In this case th~y are c/v = 14.5, and c/~ = 13.7.
These new values of C/~.r~ are used to determ?ne the upper and ~ower operating
frequency, and the difference between these frequencies is considered the
instantaneous bandwidth. To complete this example, Figure 7 indicates that
an instantaneous bandwidth of 1200 MHz, or greater than one octave can be
achieved with this circuit structure under hot test conditions. There are
many other operational factors which influence the instantaneous bandwidth
capability of a CFA, but in general practice, the aforementioned approxima-
tion is valid.

The circuit attenuation is shown in Figure 8. The total RI attenuation
of the circuit is the sum of the ohmic losses in the metallic conductors and
the dielectric losses in the substrate. The total RI loss measured was
almost entirely due to the conducting media losses, and agrees with the
calculated value of loss contributed by the circuit conductor. Dielectric
loss was also calculated and found to be less than 1 percent of the total
RI attenutation value, and in most cases can be ignored. The circuit loss
at a desired frequency can also be specified as a function of the conductor
strip length to provide a more meaningful comparison to other circuits. At
a frequency of 1.5 GHz this circuit exhibited an attenuation value of 1.03
dB per meter.

In Figure 9 the interaction impedance I(j is plotted as a function of
phase shift per section 0. The range of values is comparable to those
found in commercial tubes presently in use. The circuit VSWR was found to
be 1.22:1 and represents a very close approximation to the theoretical

- 8



value of 1.2:1 for the mismatch between a 55 ohm transmission 
1 ine and a

50 ohm measurement system.

b. S—Band CSML, Direct—Bonded—Copper (DBC) on Alumina Dielectric

The other CSML constructed on this program was an S—Band design with

an alumina (
~~2

03) dielectric 
substrate having a relative dielectric

constant (Cr) of 9.6, and is shown in Figures 10 and 11. A dielectric
plate (coupon) with copper bonded to both sides is processed by photo—
lithographic means to yield the meanderline..ground plane assembly. The
copper was bonded directly to the alumina substrate surfaces by a new tech~
nique4 which uses high temperature and a controlled oxygen containing
atmosphere to bond copper to the substrate without the need for premetalli—
zation with other materials. This new process, designated direct—bonded—
copper is also being investigated for ultimate use in the manufacturing
of microwave devices. In it~ present stage, the process exhibits some
deficiencies related to bonding voids and surface abnormalities, which
must be improved so that precision circuits with high thermal capability
can be fabricated. It should also be mentioned here, that the bonded inter-
face layer may contain significant amounts of oxygen which would curtail
the use of hydrogen atmosphere brazing processes during hot test device
fabrication. The entire bonding process, and the bonded interface area
m e t  be studied further in order to exploit this new bonding technology
and realize its full low—cost potential for microwave devices. This cir-
cuit served to supplement this program by providing additional CSML data
in which L—Band geometrical circuit constants were scaled to S—Band , and
higher dielectric substrate materials were used. The circuit as shown in
Figure 11 has been photoetched to create the meanderline configuration.
The edges of each circuit section indicate tapering, which is due to
the photoetching of the thick (0.25 mm) metallic layer. The connectors
shown are typical 50 ohm SMA bulkhead types, and were used as an expedient
method to obtain electrical performance. Two 0.25 mm diameter copper wires
were also used to provide RF connections to each end of the meanderline cir-
cuit. The geometrical parameters for this circuit are listed in Table 3.

The electrical performance Information is graphically presented in
Figures 12, 13, and 14. The dispersion curve for this circuit, shown in
Figure 12, indicates a narrowing of the instantaneous bandwidth capability ,
and a higher delay factor in comparison to the prior circuit. Both of these
values are affected by the higher dielectric constant of the substrate mate-
rial. Also, the increased capacitance from vane—to—vane (caused by the
thick metallic conductor) , and the high dielectric intervane loading tend
to further reduce the instantaneous bandwidth . The increased delay factor
is almost entirely due to the high dielectric constant of alumina. The in-
stantaneous bandwidth is calculated using the example in the preceding sec-
tion. Selecting the center frequency of 2.5 GHz, and calculating ~/*;~ for
the ± 3 percent points prciduces an instantaneous bandwidth of only
350 MHz. This value can also be expressed as a percentage of the center
frequency , which in this case would be 14 percent instantaneous bandwidth.

4. Y. S. Sun, J. C. Driscoll, “ A New Hybrid Power Technique Utilizing
a Direct Copper to Ceramic Bond ,” IEEE Trans. Electron Devices , Vol.
ED—23, No. 8, pp. 961—967, August 1976.9
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The preceding L—Band circuit exhibited more than 80 percent Instantaneous
bandwidth. The alumina circuit may be suitable for radar type bandwidth
applications, but would not fulfill the requirement for broadband CFA
circuits.

This circuit exhibited RI loss as shown in Figure 13 with an experi-
mental attenuation of 3.75 dB per meter at 1.5 GHz, which is slightly above
the theoretical level of 3.31 dB per meter. This inconsistency can be
accounted for by the irregular nature of the sides of each circuit vane
caused by the etching process.

The interaction impedance for this circuit is shown in Figure 14.
The low values obtained are due first to the high dielectric loading by
the alumina substrate, and secondly to the thick metallic conductor.
The thick metallic conductor reduces the overall interaction impedance by
reducing the RI fringing fields above the circuit which interact with the
electron beam. Optimization of the interaction impedance and dispersion
for this type of circuit could be accomplished by reducing the thickness
of the metallic conductor. The dispersion would be reduced by this method
by reducing the intervane capacitance. Further optimization could be
achieved by utilizing a lower dielectric constant substrate material which
would further decrease the effects of dielectric loading.

This circuit type could be applicable to low—cost, expendable CFA
designs if tube fabrication is modified to accomodate the oxygen containing
interface layers, and sole materials are selected to minimize the effects
of circuit sputtering.

2. Shaped Substrate Meanderlines (SSML)

The obvious method to overcome the previously discussed limitations
caused by sputtering, is to remove the intervane dielectric material. This
extraneous dielectric material serves no useful electrical purpose, in fact
in most cases it has a deleterious effect on the circuit characteristics
evidenced by lower interaction impedance and increased dispersion (lower
instantaneous bandwidth). Although the removal of the intervane dielectric
material is conceptually simple, it is difficult to implement in practical
applications. ~4anufacturers have overcome this problem by the piece part
approach (see Figure 2) but at the expense of cost—reduction potential as
discussed in the introduction. Figure 15 conceptually depicts the shaped—
substrate meanderline circuit formed as a result of removing the dielectric
material between the successive vanes, (see also Figure 16). In this pro-
gram the major fabrication problems were investigated independently, while
the circuit studies proceeded on the basis that a suitable fabrication
technology would evolve. In the period covered by this report the fabrica-
tion technique most widely investigated was arc—plasma spraying . This
process will be discussed in detail in a later section of this report. The
experience gained during the CSML studies indicated that the best course of
action for further circuit investigations on the shaped—substrate meander—
line would be to use the microstrip theory to design experimental models .
Assessment of the models would provide the appropriate reduction factors
for effective dielectric constant in the shaped—substrate case. The
fabrication procedures for constructing the cold—test CSML’s were to a large
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extent- applicable to the SSML fabrication problem. The major difference
was to replace the photolithographic procedure used in the CSML fabrication
with a machined slotting operation to achieve the ineanderline shape of the
metallic conductor and substrate material simultaneou~~v .

Three SSML circuits on polyguide dielectric were constructed on this
program; two L—Band circuits which were almost identical , and one S—Band
circuit.

a. L—Band Shaped Substrate Meanderline (SSML ) on Polyguide Dielectric

A photograph of one of the L—Band SSML’s is shown in Figure 16. The
geometrical parameters for these circuits are listed in Table 4. SSML No. 2
was designed using the inicrostrip theory as applied to the CSML designs,
however the measured characteristic impedance (Z0) was 10 percent higher
than the 50 ohm target value. A linear interpolation was used to correct
the Z0 on model SSML No. 3, and measurements confirmed the drop in Z0 to
the desired 50 ohm value.

The dispersion characteristics for SSML No. 2 and No. 3 are shown in
Figures 17 and 18 respectIvely . Close examination of the dispersion curve
of SSML No. 2 indIcates that it is slightly larger than that of SSML No. 3.
This slight variation is indicative of the characteristic impedance (Z0)
difference measured on the two models. In general, the higher character-
istic impedance circuits exhibit higher dispersion caused by the corre-
sponding decrease in the vane—to—ground plane capacitance, with the vane—to—
vane capacitance remaining constant. The instantaneous bandwidth of
SSML No. 2 was 1150 MHz using the ± 3 percent of c,~ methoth The instan-

taneous bandwidth of SSML No. 3 is slightly larger (1300 MHz) due to the
slight decrease in dispersion. Both of these circuits are capable of octave
bandwidth operation.

The circuit attenuation for these two models is shown in Figure 8.
Both circuits exhibited similar attenuation values across the operating
frequency band. SSML No. 2 had a calculated attenuation of 0.98 dB/meter
at 1.5 GHz,- and SSI’U.. No. 3 was slightly greater (1.08 dB/meter at 1.5 GHz)
due to the small difference in characteristic impedance. The values
obtained correspond, closely to the theoretical value calculated at 1.5 GHz
as shown in Table 5. The attenuation of the CSNL is also plotted in. Figure
8 and shows that attenuation of the CSML and SSML is essentially the same
for identical dielectrics and value of Z0. In Figure 9 the interaction
impedance is plotted for SS~~ Numbers 2 and 3, and the curves overlap
throughout the range of measurement. The CSML follows the same curve shape
but is lower at all points in the range of interest. The improvement
obtained by going to the SSML is due to the removal of the extraneous
dielectric in the region between the meanderline conductors. This is the
first measured confirmation of electrical performance improvement in the
SSML as compared to the CSML and agrees with theoretical expectations
wherein removal of dielectric material decreases the stored energy , and
raises the interaction impedance.

11



b. S—Band SSML on Polyguide Dielectric

The encouraging results with the L—Eand SSMLs provided the basis for
moving into S—Band. The geometrical parameters of SSKL No. 4 are listed in
Table 6. In the construction of this circuit a modification was made in
the metal—space ratio to ease the fabrication problem. The microstrip
theory was again applied along with the correction factor determined from
the previous L—Band SSML experinece. A photograph of this circuit is shown
in Figure 19. The OSM connectors are not attached, but the tapped holes
for mounting input and output connectors can be seen. This was the first
use of edge mounted connectors and it was found that coupling through the
base plate is preferable for both mechanical and electrical reasons. The
dispersion curve for SSNL No. 4 is plotted in Figure 20, and the wide—band
potential of the SSML is more apparent than was seen in the L-Band circuits.
The measured attenuation at 1.5 GHz is 1.52 dB/meter, and this is in close
agreement with the calculated value of 1.47 dB/meter. The variation of
attenuation with frequency is shown in Figure 13. Characteristic imped.-
ance was measured and found to be 50 ohms, which is the design value.
Interaction impedance of SSML No. 4 is depicted in Figure 14, and has the
same shape as the L—Band SSMLs (Figure 9), but is slightly lower in value
because SSML No. 4 has a lower delay ratio.

c. L—Band Arc—Plasma—Sprayed (APS) SSML on Spinel Substrate

The design concept of the cold test effort with polyguide substrates
was applied to the parallel effort on circuit fabrication by use of APS .
The APS approach is conceptually a low—cost technology . In this process a
refractory oxide dielectric , preferably BeO , is vaporized in the intense
heat of a plasma discharge and projected through a mask onto the ground
plane where bonding and solidification occurs. After the build—up of the
desired dielectric thickness, high purity copper is plasma sprayed onto the
dielectric surface to form the metallic element of the meanderline. Conven-
tional oxide ceramics such as alumina, magnesia, and spinel are easily
sprayed in the open atmosphere. Beryllia, highly desirable because of its
excellent thermal conductivity, cannot be plasma sprayed under the same
conditions due to the toxic nature of this compound. Because of the special
facility requirements for beryllia, the initial effort was based on a spinel
(magne~~um aluminate) dielectric while the beryllia spray facility was being
bui1t.~ Microstrip theory was used to arrive at an SSML design , and the
schematic depiction of this circuit is shown in Figure 21, and Figure 22
is a photograph of the completed circuit. For convenience the initial cir-
cuit was coated with gold, a nonoxidizing conductor which can be plasma
sprayed in air. Table 7 lists the geometrical parameters for this circuit.
The spinel as deposited had a density which was 80 percent that of the
crystalline material . This porosity lowers the relative dielectric constant
( Cr ) from 8.4 to 6.46 which is very close to the value for full density
beryllia.

5. D. H. Harris, “Tailored Dielectrics,” Technical Report, ECOM—020l--F,
Contract No. DAABO7—73—C—0201, April 1974.
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An equivalent porosity in beryllia would negate to a large extent the
excellent heat transfer properties of this material, and for this reason
the Al’S effort was later directed towards formation of high density ceramic
deposits. Another problem with porosity is the attendant roughness of the
dielectric surface on the ground plane and beneath the deposited metall ic
meanderline. The attenuation of the APS circuit is shown in Figure 8 , and
is higher than expected from theoretical considerations (see Table 5 ) .  The
cause of this problem was not immediately apparent but an explanation was
eventually found by measuring the dc resistivity of the gold overlay.
Based on a reported gold thickness of 0.05 mm It was determined that the
sprayed metal had a resistivity 4.5 times greater than the bulk metal
value. Taking this into consideration the high frequency loss would be
raised to a calculated value of 2.55 dB/meter. This does not account for
all of the unexplained loss but surface roughness and/or a thinner gold
layer than reported would explain the difference. The phase—frequency
relationship of the Al’S circuit is plotted in. Figure 23. The mid—band
delay factor of 17.5 is typical of that used in many crossed—field ampli-
fiers. Figure 14 shows interaction impedance of the Al’S circuit. Dielec-
tric loading and a lower characteristic impedance caused a substantial
reduction in interaction impedance from that realized with the polyguide
supported circuits.

d. Northrop L—Band Simulated SSML on Stycast 6

The encouraging performance of SSMLs in cold test and problems arising
in fabrication of circuits adequate for hot tests made it advisable to
obtain tube—operational data even though low—cost circuits would not be
available for some t ime . This approach was implemented by an external
contract in which a firm with production experience in CFA’s using shielded
meanderlines was funded to test a simulated SSML in a hot tube . This sim-
ulation consisted of fabricating the dielectric substrate from discrete
pieces, setting the individual parts into a grooved ground plane, and over-
laying the assembly with a copper meanderline made by current production
methods. Figure 24 depicts the concept, and the photographs in Figures 25,
and 26 are a top and a side view respectively of the L—Ban d SSML fabricated
from dielectric segments . Simulation was necessary because of the non—
availability of a one piece ceramic shaped—substrate. Furthermore, in an
operating tube, there would be an additional fabrication problem because of
differential thermal expansion between the ceramic and the copper ground
plane. This difficulty will be solved in the future by means of a coexpan—
sive ground plane. Table 8 lists the geometrical parameters for this
circuit. Figure 9 is the interaction impedance of an L—Band cold test cir-
cuit built by Northrop. The interaction impedance is lower than the circuits
with polyguide dielectric because of the higher dielectric constant sub-
strate in the Northrop circuit. The change in curve shape at the lower
frequencies is caused by grooving of the ground plane, embedding of the
dielectric, and also by the thicker metal of the meanderline circuit. The
results gave a high degree of confidence that an S—Band CFA could be built
utilizing a simulated SSML scaled from the L—Band cold test circuit, and
this task was subsequently pursued by the contractor. Figure 27 shows the
dispersion for the L—Band simulated SSML cold test circuit . The mid—band
phase delay of 18.3 was considered excellent for the selected beam operating
potential . The dispersion was somewhat higher than anticipated , and was
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caused by the thick metallic conductor, and the grooving of the ground
plane assembly. The experimental results indicate an instantaneous band-
width of approximately 500 MHz centered at 1.5 GHz. Actual circuit attenu-
ation measurements were not conducted because the circuit delivered by the
contractor had only one RF connector . However , the calculated circuit
attenuation was 1.73 dB/meter and is shown in Table 5.

e. Northrop S—Band Hot Test Results for Simulated SSML on
Beryllia Dielectric

The successful L—Band simulated SSML was scaled into S—Band by
multiplying all dimensions by a scaling factor of approximately 0.6. This
value is not exact since - the small dielectric constant difference between
Stycast HiK6 (Cr~ 6.0) used in. the L—Band circuit and beryllia (Cr 6.6)
required in. the hot tube must be taken into account . Table 9 lists the
geometrical parameters of the resultant S—Band design. The simulated SSML
anode circuit was fabricated and assembled using procedures essentially
the same as those used in production tubes. The simulated SSML anode cir-
cuit was then mounted in a standard production CFA body in place of the
shielded meanderline .6 The substitution method- was used to demonstrate
the hot test characteristics of the simulated SSML, so that fabrication and
assembly costs could be held to a minimum by utilizing standard production
li ne piece parts .

Figure 28 is a photograph of the S—Band injected—beam CFA (IBCFA )
which contains the simulated SSML circuit. The package configuration
including the magnetic structure is comparable to the Northrop S—Band IBCFA
production model.

Representative hot test performance is listed in Table 10. Maximum
power output for this device was 3.1 kW across an instantaneous 1 GHz
frequency band (2.5—3.5 GHz).The hot test instantaneous bandwidth perfor-
mance of 1/ 2  octave was expected, since the L—Band cold test model exhibited
similar dispersion . The total frequency range was 2.0 to 4.0 GHz with
three different sole potentials to optimize the power output across the
one octave band. Duty was held at 10 percent maximum to characterize the
device at low average power , avoiding the risk of circuit destruction due
to excessive dissipation and/or arcs. The liquid—cooled anode circuit
structure is capable of dissipating in excess of 2 kW of average power.

The maximum demonstrated gain was 19 dB, and the efficiency neglecting
drive power was 30 percent . These values are equivalent to the S—Band
production model.

Although the tube was not optimized for the SSML circuit design , the
hot test performance was equivalent to or better than the S—Band production
line device with a shielded meanderline. The hot test phase of this effort
did attain the intended objective of demonstrating the capabilities and
simplicity of the simulated shaped—substrate meanderline in an operating
IBCFA. Based on these excellent results better performance is expected by
utilizing a one piece shaped—substrate meanderline anode structure
on a flat ground plane.
6. R. R. Moats, •‘Low—Cost Crossed—Field Amplifier,” Technical Report,

EC0M—75-~1343—F, Contract No. DAABO7—75—C—l343, 
June 1977.
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CONCLUSIONS

The internal ERADCOM effort has shown that the shaped—substrate
meanderline anode circuit is a viable concept for obtaining high—performance ,
octave—bandwidth, injected—beam CFA’s, and is being applied to moderate—
power CFA development e f for t s .

Hot tests of the simulated SSML confirmed the theory previously develop—
ed during the ERAJ~C0M cold test investigations. Furthermore, the practicali-
ty of the SSML was established, and its performance was comparable to the
complex shielded meanderline used in current production line models . The
substitution technique used in the hot test phase is a highly desirable
method since there is a significant reduction in both overall expense, and
time required to demonstrate new design concepts where applicable.

The or iginal CSML cold test eff or t has provided the basis for continued
ef forts related to the development of low—cost expendable jammers for
electronic warfare application. If the sputtering problems inherent in the
typical CSML device can be overcome , this circuit type would be considered
an excellent candidate for the short—life application.

The fabrication procedures for achieving an ultimately low—cost,one—
piece substrate did not evolve to a practical level during this phase of the
ERADCOM internal effort . The arc—p lasma—spray process was considered con-
ceptually ideal for obtaining low—cost circuits, however, the contractual
effort did not yield useful circuits because of difficulties in depositing
high—density ceramic substrates and low—resistivity conductive layers. For
this reason the technology phase of the internal effort was redirected to
pursue an alternate fabrication method.

A precision laser machining fabrication process was selected as the
most adaptable technique for fulfilli ng the elect r ical and mechanical
requirements of the SSML. As a result of recent internal and contractual
investigations, the laser—cutting process has demonstrated the potential for
achieving broadband , moderate—power , CFA anode circuits while meeting the
low—cost objective of this program. Northrop Corporation is presently under
contract (DAABO7—77—C—2642) to develop crossed—field amplifiers utilizing
this new fabrication approach at 2—4 GHz, and 8—18 GHz. The results of
the internal and contractual efforts pertaining to the laser—cutting
app roach will be consolidated into a separate report .

An assessment of all the low—cost fabrication approaches indicates
that the co—expansive ground plane is an absolute requirement for construct-
ing circuits with a one—piece ceramic substrate to avoid substrate fracture
during bonding. Contractual efforts are underway at Northrop Corporation
(contract No. DAABO7—77—C—2642) to investigate the use of composite , co—
expansive materials (tungsten—copper) , associated bonding processes , and
methods for incorporating these assemblies into actwi l hot—test tubes .

Scaling the basic SSML design to higher and lower frequencies is feasi-
ble, however , in order to avoid over—miniaturization encountered at high
frequencies (>15 GHz) requires the use of substrate materials having
dielectric constants lower than beryllia. Boron nitride and diamond sub-
strates are possible candidates for the high frequency applications.
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Cost, thermal conductivity, and dielectric constant trade—off investigations
should be conducted to formulate practical, high—frequency SSML anode
designs .

The direct—bonded—copper metallization technique exhibited difficul—
ties concerning bonding voids which were considered a serious drawback
to producing high—power CFA circuits . This metallization process is only
applicable to oxide based ceramics such as alumina and beryllia. Recent
improv~~ents in this technique have resulted in bonding interface layers
exhibiting excellent thermal conductivity and low RF loss. These
improvements, along with the use of applicable ceramic substrates, will
make this process attractive for future microwave tube development efforts.

16
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Figure 1. Configuration of Typical Linear—For’mat,Medi t —
Power Crossed—Field Amplifier (CPA)
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Figure 2.. Typical Shielded Meanderline Anode Circuit on Ground ‘lane
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A - ADVANCE WIDTH
B - SLOT OR GAP WIDTH
C - VANE WIDTH
D — CIRCUIT PITCH

• E — CIRCUIT HEIGHT

- VANE-TO-SLOT RATIO OR METAL-TO—SP~~E RATIO
B

Figure 3. Basic Meanderline Configuration and pefinitions
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Figure 4. Equipment Block Diagram
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COPPER CIRCUIT
(THICKNESS — 0.04 sin)

POLYGUIDE
DIELECTRIC
SUBSTRATE
(THICKNESS — 0,6-40 ma)

COPPER GROUND CIRCUIT PITCH 3.18 mm
PLANE CIRCUIT HEIGHT 31.8 mm

METAL—TO-SPACE RATIO — 1.24:1

Figure 5. Continuous Substrate Meanderline (CSML) Configuration
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Figure 7. Dispersion Curves for L—Band Continuous Substrate
Meanderline on Polyguide Dielectric
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Figure 8. Circuit Lose Vs Frequency for L—Band Arc—Plasma—
Sprayed CAPS) Shaped Substrate Neanderline (SS)fl.),
L—Band SSML’s Nos. 2 and 3, and L—Band CSML
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Figure 9. Interaction Impedance Vs Phase Shift Per Section for L—Band
SSML ’s Nos. 2 and 3, L-Band CSML , and Northrop L—Rand
SS~U. No. 3
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ALUMINA DIELECTRIC
SUBSTRATE

( THICKNESS ‘0.635 sin)

COPPER CIRCUIT PITCH 1.27 mm
GROUND CIRCUIT HEIGHT — 12.70 mm
PLANE METAL—TO—SPACE RATIO — 1:1

Figure 10. Direct—Bonded—Copper (DBC) S—Band CSML Circuit
Configuration
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Figure 12. Dispersion Curves for CSML Direct—Bonded—Copper (DBC)
Circuit No. 1
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SSML — Shaped—Substrate Meanderline
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Figure 13. Circuit Loss Vs Frequency for DBC No. 1 and SSML No. 4
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ISO .

SSW.. - SHAPED SUBSTRATE

\ MEANDERLINE

40 \ APS - ARC-PLASMA-SPRAYED
- \ DBC - DIRE CT—BONDED COPPER

k CSML - CONTINUOUS SUBSTRATE
MEANDERLINE

I20

SSML NO. 4
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I
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I• 1 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -A P~PS Nft I
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PHASE SHIFT PER SECT ION — DESREES

Figure 14. Interaction Impedance Vs Phase Shift Per Section for
DEC No. 1, SSW.. No. 4 , APS No. 1
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COPPER CIRCUIT
(THICKNESs — 0.035 sin)

POLYGUIDE
DIELECTRIC
SUBSTRATE

COPPER GROUN D ~~~L~~2 SSML- #4

PLANE
CIRCUIT PITCH — 3.18 iwn 2.54 mm

CIRCUIT HEIGHT 32.0 mm 21.34 mm

METAL—TO—SPACE RATIO 1.0:1 1.13:1

SUBSTRATE THICKNESS — 0.574 mm 0.422 sin

Figure 15. Shaped-Substrate Meanderline on Gro md Plane Configuration
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Figure 17. Dispersion Curves for L—Band SSML No. 2
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Figure 18. Dispersion Curves for L—Band SSML. No. 3
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- Figure 20. Dispersion Curves for S—Band SSML No. 4
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ARC-PLASMA-SPRAYED -

COPPER MEANDERLIN E
CIRCUIT
(ThICKNESS 0.051 mm)

ARC-PLASMA—
SPRAYED
BERYLLIA SUBSTRATE
(THICKNESS = 0.762 mm)

COPPER GROUND
PLANE CIRCUIT PITCH — 3.18 a~~

CIRCUIT HEIGHT — 25.4 mm

METAL TO SPACE RATIO — 1.0:1

Figure 21. APS Meanderline Configuration
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Figure 22. L—Bafld Al’S SSML on Spinel
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- Figure 23. Dispersion Curve s for APS—SSW.. No. 1
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_______ COPPER MEANDERLINE
\. CIRCUIT
\ 

(THICKNESS = 0.381 mm)

INDIVIDUAL
SLOITED BERYLLIA DIELECTRIC
COPPER SUPPORTS
GROUND PLANE 

COPPER RETAINER (THICKNESS - 0.508mm)

COMB

CIRCUIT PITCH - 2.03 mm
CIRCUIT HEIGHT —25.6 sin

METAL—TO-SPACE RATIO — 1.0:1

Figure 24. Northrop Simulated L—Band SSML. Configuration
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TABLE 1

General Circuit Parameters

Parameter Symbol Unit

Frequency f sec~~

Phase delay factor I or C
/•y~

Phase velocity ~~ meters/sec

Group velocity V
g 

meters/sec

Interaction impedance K
i 

ohms

Propagation constant 8 radians/meter

Characteristic impedance Z0 ohms

Attenuation a decibels/meter

Voltage standing wave ratio VSWR

TABLE 2

Geometrical Parameters for L—Band CS!fi.~

Number -of sections 29

Circuit pitch 3.175 mm

Circuit length 92.08 mm

Circuit height 31.75 mm

Slot width 1.420 mm

Vane width - 1.755 mm

Met al—to—space ratio 1.24:1

Substrate relative dielectric constant(cr ) 2.3

Dielectric substrate thickness 0.64 mm —

Conductor thickness 0.04 turn
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Table 3

Geometrical Parameters for Direct—Bonded —Copper S—Band CSML

Number of sections 30

Circuit pitch 1.27 mm

circuit length 38.1 mm

Circuit height 12.7 nun

Slot width 0.635 mm

Vane width 0.635 mm

Metal—to—space ratio L:1

Substrate relative dielectric constant(cr ) 9. 6

Dielectric substrate thickness 0.635 sun

Conductor thickness 0.254 mm

Table 4

Geometrical Parameters for SSML #2 & 3 L—Band on Polyguide

#2 #3

Number of sections 32 30

Circuit pitch - 3.175 3.175 mm

Circuit length 101.6 96.83 nun

Circuit height 32.0 33.0 mm

Slot width 1.547 1.547 mm

Vane width 1.628 1.628 nun

Metal—to—space ratio 1.05:1 1.05:1

Substrate relative dielectric constant (Cr )2 .3  2 .3

Dielectric substrate thickness 0.574 0.523 mm

Conductor thickness 0.0355 0.0355 nun
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TABLE 6

Geometrical Parameters for S—Ban d SSML /14 on Polyguide

Number of sections 35

circuit pitch 2.54 mm

Circuit length 87.7 nun

Circuit height 21.34 mm

Slot width 1.35 mm

Vane width 1.19 nun

Metal—to—space ratio 0.88:1

Substrate relative dielectric constant (Cr) 2.3

Dielectric substrate thickness 0.422

Conductor thickness 0.036

TABLE 7

Geometrical Parameters for APS- L—Band SSML on Spinel

Number of sections 16

Circuit pitch 3.18 nun

Circuit length 50.8 mis

Circuit height 25.4 mm

Slot width 1.59 nun

Vane width 1.59 nun

Metal—to—space ratio 1.0:1

Substrate relative dielectric constant *(Cr) 6.46

Dielectric substrate thickness 0.762 nun

Conductor thickness .05 nun

*Spinel — Magnesium Aluminate Cr — 8.4
Material used was 80% density with
calculated C~. — 6.46
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TABLE 8

Geometrical Parameters for Northrop L—Band Simulated SSML on Stycase 6

Number of sections 51

Circuit pitch 2.032 nun

Circuit length 101.60 mm

Circuit height 25.60 mm

Slot width 1.016 mm

Vane width 1.016 nun

Metal—to—space ratio 1.0:1

Substrate relative dielectric constant (Cr ) 6.00

Dielectric substrate thickness above ground plaite* 0.508 nun

Conductor thickness 0.381 mm

* Individual ceramic serngents were located in
0.254 nun deep ground plane grooves -

TABLE 9

Geometrical Parameters for Northrop S—Band Simulated SSML on Beryllia
Dielectric

Number of sections 62

Circuit pitch 1.22 mm

Circuit length 76.2 mm

Circuit height 
- 

14.63 mm

Slot-width 0.61 nun

Vane width 0.61 nun

Metal—to—space ratio 1.0:1

Substrate relative dielectric constant (Cr ) 6.6

Dielectric substrate thickness above ground plane* 0.30 mm

Conductor Thickness 0.20 nun

*[ndividual ceramic segments were located in 0.445 nun ground
plane grooves 51 
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TABLE 10

hot lest Results of Northrop S—Band Simulated SSML

Power output (peak) 3.1 kW

Duty 1.0 %

Power output (average) 300 Watts (W)

instantaneous bandwidth
(one sole voltage) lOUO MHz

Total frequency range with
sole tuning 2.0 — 4.0 GHz

Cathode voltage 7 kilovolt (kV)

Beam current (peak) 1.5 ampere (A)

Gain 19 dB

Efficiency (neglecting drive ) 30 %

Magnetic field 2700 gauss (G)
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